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SCA Qualify Final  
5th Grade v Sutherland CC 

 (Two-day match) 

A full group effort by the Ghosts bowling attack setup a comfortable victory against 
Sutherland CC over the weekend. The Ghosts bats complimenting them when 
chasing down Sutherland’s total of 160 on Raby # 1. The Ghosts defeated Sutherland 
by six wickets midway through Day 2 having passed them three down. Stumps were 
eventually called when the Ghosts were 4/282. 

On Day One the Ghosts bowlers shared the wickets. Six of the Sutherland batsmen 
were bowled due to the accuracy of the bowling. Together the spinners Nathan Baker 
and Patrick O’Neill combined to bowl forty overs for fifty runs having previously watch 
the quicks charge in for similar miserly figures. Not one of the Ghosts bowlers went 
for more than two an over. 

Ghosts opening bowler Ian Carlisle was superb finishing with 2-25 from 13 overs 
whilst his opening partner Lleyton Wallace did his job applying enormous pressure to 
finish with 1-14 off 8 overs. 

As mentioned… O’Neill and Baker were extremely tidy. O’Neill 2-20 from 16 overs 
and Baker 1-33 from 25 overs. Andrew O’Halloran and skipper Michael Strong also 
bowled well to take a wicket each. 

The dominance of the batting matched the bowling. Whilst veteran Todd O’Keefe 
finished off the day with 65 not out runs and Brandon Redman 67, it was youngsters 
Vincent Hreszczuk 67 runs and Nick Appleton 60 runs who laid the foundations for 
the Ghosts victory with the bat. Both of these lads displayed amazing concentration 
in building their 2nd wicket 127 run partnership.  

In a match that was in complete contrast to the 1st Grade affair, the young Ghosts, 
progress into next week’s semi-final. This will be played on Raby # 1 against Gordon 
CC starting at 10.00am next Saturday and Sunday. 
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